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MSD Thread Subject
Slingshot security activation and operation

MSD Post Content
?Set Up: The dealer will need to activate it using Digital Wrench. From the tool box select - Vehicle Configuration. Then select - Security Configuration. 
Follow the process with a battery charger on the vehicles battery.? Once security is activated: To Activate the Alarm: Press the LOCK button on the 
Key Fob. The horn will sound briefly and lights flash to confirm that the alarm is activated. To Deactivate the Alarm (Key Fob must be within range): 
Press the UNLOCK button on the Key Fob. OR Press the power button on the console panel while the key fob is within range. Things to remember: 
The vehicle’s key fob will become inactive if a period of 7 days has elapsed since last startup. ?A battery voltage below 11.5 volts will also cause the 
security function to become inactive. ?For AutoDrive Transmission vehicles: Pressing the start button and/or the brake pedal will reestablish connection 
between the Vehicle Control Module (VCM) and the key fob. For Manual Transmission vehicles: Pressing the start button and/or the clutch pedal will 
reestablish connection between the Vehicle Control Module (VCM) and the key fob. While the connection is inactive, functions that involve the key fob, 
such as arming the alarm system, will not be available until after vehicle startup.? Also note, if the system does not reset on a drive cycle, you will likely 
need to pull the VCM fuse for 5 minutes and return it to reset the VCM function and enable security again. Stolen attempt (setting off the alarm) : In the 
locked state, if the start button, brake pedal or clutch pedal is pressed with the fob out of range, the horn will sound and lights will flash after a timed 
delay put in place so the customer could type in their PIN to the display. This varies by model year. ?MY2020: 1 minute delay. MY2021: 20 second 
delay


